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Chocron
"Asia and the Far East" by
Venezuelan playwright Isaac Chocron will make its North American debut as the next offering of
Rodey Theater at UNM.
The play-about the "sale of a
country" and a group of young
people who face the troubles of
their own time and lives-will
open at UNM March 22.
CHOCRON has been established
as "one of the most controversial
young dramatists of the times",
South American critics said. His
play deals with a group of young
people and uses their moral conflicts to force the audience into
an objective point of view to judge
both events and ideas,
The play concerns the sale of

11-0 U. Gymnasts
Favored for Title
Lobo gymnasts closed out a perfect 11-0 season last weekend with
victories over confe1·ence foes
Utah University and Brigham
Young.
The gymnasts defeated Utah
186.35 to 179.25 Friday and beat
BYU 187.05 to 174.30 Saturday.
AGAINST UTAH, the Lobos
swept all seven of the competitive
events as Bob Manna captured
two first places. Manna won the
parallel bars with a 9.2 and the
high bar with a 9.35.
Freshman Stormy Eaton won
the floor exercise with a 9.2, Tom
Galioto won the side horse with
a 9.30, Dave Carriere won the
still rings with a sparkling 9.45,
Bob Smith scored an upset win
on the trampoline, Rick McConnell won the long horse with a
9.3, and Jim Hruban tied for allaround honors with 52.35 total
points.
Smith's victory in the trampoline came over defending Western Athletic champion Pete
Brandt. Brandt finished third
with an 8.3.
IN THEIR season finale against
BYU, the Lobos won six events.
The Cougars only first place was
in the side horse where BYU's
Dennis Ramsey turned in a 9.3
performance to defeat Blaise
Blasko who recorded a 9.05.
Stormy Eaton won the floor
exercise with a 9.3, Carriere had
a 9.4 in the still rings, Smith 8.85
in trampoline, McConnell 9.35 in
long horse, Smith 9.2 in parallel
bars, and Manna an outstanding
9.5 in high bar. Hruban had 51.80
in all-around.
The weekend victories marked
the first time a UNM gymnastics
team has ever had an undefeated
season. Coach Rusty Mitchell's
squad journeys to Tucson next
weekend to compete in the WAC
championship meet.
The Lobos are heavy favorites
to win the title for the first time
in conference history.

Viet Nam Debate

Play

Revolutionary Folk Group To Combine
Christian Teachings With Music Show
A revolutionary new folk group,
the New Folk, will perform on
the UNM campus at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Union ballroom.
The New Folk consists of eight
college students. They plan their
program to combine musical entertainment with a clear presentation of the claims of Jesus
Christ.
"OUR PURPOSE is to challenge f!'lll()w students to experience Christ and the abundant life
which He offers," the group said.
They will sing popular songs,
folk music, and Negro spirituals
including "Up, Up and Away"
and "Groovy," and folk music like
"If I Had My Way," and the
Negro spiritual, "Bethlehem.''
THE GROUP is sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ In-

student or students compiling the
best academic record in their first
semester of graduate study.
Miss Guntermann is also the
recipient of a University Fellowship.
Mr. Swope has been named
graduate assistant in the division for 1968-69.

KUNM will begin broadcasting
at noon, seven days a week, starting today. Previously KUNM had
gone on the air at 2 p.m. each
day.
'

.

DICKENS
GOT YOU DOWN? .

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 am

Your'ink

G~:~ey

There are still openings in six
of the 11 courses being offered by
the Free University. The course
names are followed by the approximate number of openings:
American Capitalism, four;
Modern Attempts at Satire, four;
J. L. Austin (contemporary philosopher), six; Paul Goodman
{social critic), six; Albert Camus, one or two; Post-Watts Education, five or six,
Interested students can check
the Union schedule next to the
Union cloakroom to find out where
the classes are ll).eeting and when.
For more information, students
can call Jonathan Amastae, 2478659.
.

$1.f9

$~ •f9

Y.1 Pound T Bone
Pound Rib Eye
Center Cut Pork Chops
~

are a Drive lnr> Resta~rant- With a Drive Up Window
But we would prefere you come inside to enjoy our fine food

.R..~,;z:,e..g
._,19-9

HELP WANTED
NATIONALLY know men's apparel and

furnishings corporation looking for fra..

ternlty and independent men to reprosent and promote quality men's wear at

reasonable .Prices. Write:
College Classics, Inc.
1686 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 48201
PART TIME. Company Distributor wants
students who desire earning an extra
$26 to ~30 per week ns representative.
Work 2-3 hrs. during day or eve. No
experience needed. For appt. call 8428657, S/16

HELP WANTED: IM"I job for male or
female college student. 16 hrs. per week.
Simple typing & bookkeeping, Name
your own houl'!l. Beginning Sept. 1968
In fall semester. Pay $1.26 per hour.
Must qualify for work-study. Secretary
Student Faculty Aosoelation. Appllca·
tions in Activities Center. For additional information call 266-6327, evenlup.
Deadline April 5.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
will be conducting Stewardess Interviews at UNM on 3/2.5/68. For further
information and interview appointments,
please contact your Placement Office. An
Equal Opportunity Employer,
GRADUATING SENIOR WOMEN I
WANT IN WITH A GOING CONCERNT
If you llke people, like to travel, and have
a Irnowledge of a foreign language, conAmerican World Airwaya. Stewardess
sider becoming a stewardess with Pan
intervieW!! will be held on campus on
March 25, For further information,
please cmitaet :vour Placement Office.
An

Equal

Op,I)OTtltnitv

JJomething new everyday. U you want
more. we ean offer you tuition assistance toward your mutera degree. You

will have 11 paid holidays, a generous

vacation. and salary ranging from
$600.00 to $784.00 per month plus dlr·
ferentiaL ($76.00 for P.M.'s and $60.00

for NIGHTS.)
All of this and more, In a city that has
everything but :vou.
For information, write:
Employment Supervisor
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL
OF NURSING
1~00 West Polk Street
Chicago, Dllnols
60612
(TA 9·8400)

Don't stumble through the
literary classics. Cliff's Notes
will help you make better
grades! These study aids give
you a clear, concise summary
and explanation, chapter by
chapter. Cliff's Notes are
now being used by high
school and college students
throughout the United
States. There are over 150
different Cliff's Notes covering the literary classics.
$1 AT YOUR BOOKSEWI

PLUS

i
t
I

1 Pound T-Bone

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Une ad., 66¢-4 times, ,2,00. Insertlona
must be eubmitted by noon on da:v before
publication to Room 169, Student Publications Building, or telephone 217-4002 or
277-4102.

NURSES
This Is no time to stop learning I
Come to Cook County and :vou will see

I

New Management- N- Houra- New Clientele- BE ONE

ternational, an interdominational
Christian student movement,
After a concert at the University of Illinois, one student said,
"All the top professional folk
groups have exploded my mind
with questions, but the New Folk,
with their exciting new beat, have
satisfied me with some answers."
Tickets are $1.00 at the door
or Union ticket booth.

Pan Am U.
EmplorJ.,.,

Man

6Classes Still Open
In Free University

J\.o.:;~t-6 ~.-tv~ tJ.,., J\.~61-~".-~.,;.

~~~ cot-.,ell s.e.

Pop, Folk And Spiritual Songs

KUNM

4 Students Get: Awards
For Latin American Study

"The Viet Nam war: right or
wrong" will be debated by Dr.
Rod Driver of the UNM math department and William Greenhalgh, a retired navy captain, at
the Newman Center, 1815 Las
Lomas NE, on Monday, March 18,
at 8 p.m. The public is invited.

co.-.,et- of. co~l

to obtain, among other things, the
best of all wisdoms to consider
and know ourselves as we really
are .. .''
In this new play Chocron uses
laughter and jest to present the
eternal conflicts of all times and
all places.
DIRECTING the production is
UNM drama department chairman Edwin Snapp. The cast of
"Asia and the Far East" includes
John Olson, Phillip Nicholson,
Justin Kahn, Susan Stoner, Fred
Braitsch, Gerry Puhara, Frank
Mangano, Suzanne Breault, Jam..
ie Berger and Tuck Kopp.
Performances for the play will
be March 22 through 24 and again
March 29 through 31. Tickets for
the production will be on sale in
the Rodey Theater box ofike starting March 15 from 3 :30 to 6:30
p.m. and will remain on sale
throughout the production,

Memorial Prizes

Two Albuquerque residents and
two out-of-state students are the
recipients of awards given by the
Division of Inter-American Affairs at UNM.
Jance L. Kerr, and Mary Ann
Frye, received the $25 Dr. Reginald Fisher award, given annually
in memory of Dr. Fisher to a
graduating senior who is a candidate for a B.A. in Latin American
studies.
Charlotte Gail Guntermann,
and Robert E. Swope, Jr. were
granted the Miguel J orrin book
prize for 1967-68.
This award, named in honor of
the later director of the division
of Inter-American affairs given
this year for the first time consists of books recently published
in the 1ield.
It is awarded to the graduate
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ALAN BATES
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P~ERRE BRASSEUR

/

JEAN-CLAUDE BRIALY
GENEVIEVE BUJOLD
ADOLFO CELl
FRANCOISE CHRISTOPHE
JULIEN GUIOM.A.R
MICHELINE PRESLE
Mlz:EL SERRAULT ,,

PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry AntholosrF.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publlahers, 543 Frederick, San Franclsc:o
'
California. 94117.
WANTED: 5 student membero 1or Stadent Faculty Al!soclation. Pick up &P·
pllcations In the Activities Center.
Deadline for applications: Friday, April
5. For information call 256·6327 evenIngs.
BENEFIT used book aale at the Museum
of Albuquerque April 27. Donate your
used booka by calling 265-1901.
FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM furnished house, 2709 Coal
SE. $90. utilities paid. Call 256..()658.
FOR SALE
KNEE·HOLE DESK: 43" wide 17" deep
30'1 high ; 7 dwr!!; phony w&inut finish:
$80. See at LOBO office, 158 Student
Publlcatlona Bldg, after 6 p.m. Do not
call.
HOUSE FOR SALE: one block elemen•
tar:v, 6 minutes UNM, near shopping,
Redecorated 8 bedrooms, den, fireplace,
patio. Assume 5%,% loan or trade for
12' wide mobile home. 1816 Br:vn Mawr,
265·4144. 8/18

LOST
$10. REWARD for return of Gx7 pictures
lost with Chom, 101 book. Two of blond

boy, 1 of jumping horse, No qul!ltiona,
Call 277·2865,

SERVICES
TYPING I For a 'super' PaPer-edited u
to grammar, spelling, punctuation-let a
fonner NYC Executive Secre!IU'y help
you. Experienced typing J)rofesslonal
pnpcrs Pr<'8ented national conferene.!.
Phone: 242-0649. 8/18.
IRONING, bachelor bundles : mendln~r:
dr<'8smnklng and alternations. Reasonable. .2304 Blake SW. Phone 6282.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

l
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Debuts 1-lere

the fatherland, the profits to be
diV'ided among the characterfj,
With this new wealth they think
they will be able to start a new
and "upright" life. But, at the
end of the play, the characters
who have sold their country watch
the ship and new crowds of people
coming and become lost and unsure of themselves.
C H 0 C R 0 N carefully establishes his character's behaviors,
even though the characters change
their peraonaldties with each
scene. He reveals the "intrinsic
condition of man today" through
his characters, "It is not by
chance that his characters are
lonely, contradictory and violent,
or that they are engulfed by loneliness when the sensitive (but
not firmly built) ego encounters
life.''
His characters reveal real and
incessant loneliness-"an attempt

Ma~:eh

ArtThutre
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Our Seventy-First Year ol Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71

Mayfield Cancels
Freedom Debate
With Dr. Hamilton
Democratic gubernatorial candioate Bobby Mayfield {D-Dona
Ana) has cancelled his debate
with UNM economics professor
Dr. David Hamilton.
The debate, scheduled for this
afternoon in the Union theater,
was to be on academic freedom.
MAYFIELD was an outspoken
critic of UNM's inviting militant
black power leader Stokely Carmichael to speak here. He offered
to reimburse the Associated Students for Carmichael's $1500 fee
if they would cancel his appearance.
Soon after Mayfield's offer,
Carmichael cancelled his appearance at UNM and at several other
colleges across the United States.
TODAY'S debate was sponsored
by the Forum, a UNM organization set up to examine and discuss
issues of concern to university
students.
Mayfield told UNM student Leroy (Perky) Perkins, Forum
chairman, that he "didn't feel a
debate would be appropriate at
this time" and that "my position
on academic freedom is clear
enough.''

Pub Board Meeting
Canceled Last Night
Last night's scheduled meeting
of the Student Publications Board
was canceled after a 45-minute
wait did not produce a quorum.
The board was to interview
three a)>plications for editor of
next year's Mirage, and had been
asked to consider a Senate Finance Committee recommendation
that the yearbook be placed on a
partial subscription plan next
year.
The committee had also asked
the board to consider limiting
publication of The Thunderbird
to two issues next year.
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Draft Policies Key
To Grad Enrollment
WASIDNGTON (CPS) -The
number of men entering graduate school as full-time students
next fall could be 70 per cent lower than it was last fall, if tlte
government doesn't change its
current draft ;policy, according
to a recent report.
The report, based on a survey
conducted by the Council of Graduate Schools and the Scientific
Manpower Commission (a private
research organization), also indicated that the total enrollment
JAMIE BERGER, Phil Nicholson, and Justine Kahn (I to r) take of 1irst-year students in graduate
part in a non-dress rehearsal of tlte cocktail scene in the play "Asia school next fall will be 50 per
and the Far East" by Venezuelan playwright Isaac Chocrcm. The play cent lower than it was last fall.
is sponsored by the Rodey Theatre and will make its North American
IT WENT on to say that durdebut here. Performances will be given March 22-24 and March 29-31. ing the next academic year, there
(Photo by Pawley)
will be more women than men in
first-year graduate classes for the
first time since World War II.
A total of 122 graduate schools,
representing about 40 per cent of
the total graduate enrollment in
the country, were included in the
survey on which the report is
based. The graduate school officials were asked to give detailed estimates of what their enrollments
would be if no draft-eligible men
A proposal to place students on Committee, which will consider are enrolled next year.
Although the Defense Depart14 standing faculty and adminis- the measure within the next few
ment has said that not all graduweeks.
trative committees, that was apate students and college seniors
The Student Affairs Commit- eligible for the draft will be takproved March 5 by the Committee
on the University, hit a snag tee also moved to grant charters en, Mts. Betty Vetter, executive
to three campus organizations.
of the Scientific Manwhen the Student Affairs Com- The three are: Crusade for director
power Commission, says that "almittee tabled it yesterday for Christ, which does not identify most all" of them will be.
:Mrs. Vetter asserts that the
further consideration.
with any one religion, but holds
Defense
project\ons
Student Affairs Committee, Biblical truths;, UNM Womens are basedDepartment
on
the
assumption
that
composed of student, faculty and Pharmacy Organization, and Xa- men under 20 will continne to
administrative
representatives, tapaxt Travel Club, which hopes volunteer £or the serviees to the
moved to review the functions of to obtain reduced travel rates for same extent they have in the
past. She believes, though, that
the proposed committees and act students.

Committee Tables Motion

Student Representation
l-lit:s Snag in Committee

on the recommendation next week.
An ad hoc committee was organized by ASUNM President John
Thorson to formulate the proposal. The group began work on
the plan last semester and feels
that most people concerned have
a favorable attitude toward it.
Perky Perkins explained the
proposal to the Student Affairs
Committee. Perkins said, "This is
not
a move for student power. It
Home Economics
is a hope to obliterate the distincThe American Home Economics tions between faculty and stuAssociation will meet tonight dents which cramp the sharing of
at 7 in the Elizabeth Simp- knowledge."
son !'oom of the Home Economics
The proposal must also be apbuilding in the College of Educaproved
by the Faculty Policy
tion.

Print 2 T-Birds, Committee Says
The Thunderbird should be issued only twice, not three times a
year, Senate Finance Committee
members agreed informally yesterday.
T he committee, anticipating
last night's meeting of the Student Publications Board, indicated that the literary magazine's
requested $4075 allocation could
be cut by as much as one-third.
"We would like to see two really good issues each year," Committee Chairman Coleman Travelstead said. "The feedback we've
been getting is that enough students are not sufficiently interest-

ed in The Thunderbird to pick up
three copies a year," he said.
Travelstead said that he found
1200 unclaimed copies of the second issue, a 78 record, in the Union offices two or three weeks af.
ter distribution began in February.
Thunderbird Editor Mary Alinder, who was not notified of the
meeting and did not attend, said
last night that "We had 400
copies of the original 3000 left
after initial distribution. These
were placed in the Union lobby
and have been picked up," she
said.

Hershey Defends Draft During Talk
By BILL SULLIVAN
Gen. Louis Hershey, director of
the United States Selective Service System told listeners on
four college campuses that "nothing is ever fair" when asked about
the fairness of the draft.
Hershey, speaking on a telephone hook-up, addressed students at UNM, Arizona State,
BYU and the University of Wyoming. He explained that draft
deferments are now based on local community needs rather than
on national specifications.
"I'M NOT worried about the
the draft card burner/' Hershey
said. "His engine is okay but his
steering gear is a little off," the
general asserted. He told listen·
ers he believes those who oppose
the draft will make good soldiers
when they are inducted.
A UNM graduate student tried
to get a specific answer from
Hershey concerning the stude~ts'
deferment. The director told him,
~<go ahead and get your ere d I'ts. "
Hershey said he did not know
how far the United State11 would

.,

have to go to win in Viet Nam.
He explained that his job is to
get the necessary draftees, whatever the number required.
WHEN QUERIED on 'proposed
future troop requirements he said
newspapers were h!s s?urce o_f information and tola his audience
they have access to the same publica tions.
.
Hershey, sounding a little like
a grandfather talking to a group
of children, do~~e? questions like
a veter~m politician. A .student
a~ked htm abo~~ a sele~ttv;~ servtce paper on ~hannehng that
has ceased to ctrcula;tte. He refen·ed to Congress m a vague
wa~~ny of the general's answers
ere prefaced by remarks about
Ute last time he was in the state
where the questioner resided. He
said he has covered many miles
on horseback in the Texas-New
M •
~E;>F~~y SMEDBERG made
this declaration-question for Hershey, "I represent the New Mexico Resistance. Across the country there are 3 to 6,000 of us who

oppose the draft and refuse to go
into the army as long as the Viet
N am war go~s o';'l· Also, 20,000
young people Immigrated to Canada last year. If all draft resistors are jailed, that will drive
more intelligent young .people to
Canada. What do you thmk ~hould
be done about us? What Wlll the
Selective Service system do 1"
Hershey interrupted the speaker twice asking him to stop the
p_ropaganda and get to the questton.
"I'VE GOT a great deal of sympathy for individuals who break
the law because I think they are
confused. When you grow up you
m~y feel differently," Hershey rephed.
.
In a discussion .on t~e value of
educational quahfications, · Hershey said, "I don't k';low of any
better way to use skills than to
serve the nation."
Hershey said about one-third
of those ,i';~ducted are s?nt to Viet
Nam. Mihtary promotions. go to
those who "can do," the direc~or
said. He pointed out that a high

school graduate might be pro-.
moted . over a college gradua~d
but smd the college man shou
do better.
''WE'VE NEVER been able to
maintain a force of 2 or 3 million
with volunteers," Hershey said in
answer to a query about establishing a professional army. He
expressed concern that a professional-m i 1 i t a r y establishment could lead to "coups.''
The general declared, ''I h9;ve
been for universal military traming since 1908 but I do,n't think
we'll ever sell it." He said the 26·
year-olds can be, but probably
won't be drafted.
When a .. student p~inted ~mt
that the Umted States Is ?raftmg
~9-year-olds but Sou~h ':~et Nam
IS not, _Hershey sa!d, yo; l~t
your ,alhes run their own USI·
ness. ,
.
. . .
th
In discussmg opposition to e
draft, f!ershey . stated, ~bat. o~
s~Ciety I~ over-emphasizmg .~d.1VIdual r1gh_ts a':ld not ~vmg
enoug~ consideration to the nghts
of soCiety as a whole.

when 18 and 19-year-olds leaJ:!1'
that there's little chance they'D
be drafted, fewer will volunt,er
than in the past.
ACCORDING TO the report,
the greatest damage done by the
draft will be to next year's entering graduate classes. Second-year
classes, however, will also suffer.
The report said next year's
second-year classes will have 31
per cent fewer men than they
would normally have. Overall, the
report indicated, second-year
graduate enrollment will be 77
per cent lower than normal.
Although most of the figures in
the report represented averages
for schools around the country,
the authors of the report made
clear that some schools, and certain academic fields, would suffer
more than others.
They pointed out that schools
with a predominately male enrollment may have first-year classes
one-quarter as large as they normally would. As for academic
fields, their survey indicated that
the social sciences and the humanities would be harder hit than
the natural sciences. Medical,
dental, and divinity schools are
not expected to be hurt by the
draft at all.

M\roge k\\ocn,\on
Sliced by SenoteF_
Student Senate Finance Committee yesterday voted to recommend a $15,000 allocation :for The
Mirage next year. The yearbook
will be financed on a partial subsidy, partial subscription basis
for a one-year trial.
Subscriptions wi11 be sold next
fall, and each student contracting
for a yearbook will receive onebut only if enough subscriptions
are sold.
The student-government subsidy from activity fees, if approved in this spring's elections, will
be used if necessary to make up
any difference between the cost
of printing tlte books and the
money obtained from subscriptions.
SENATE FINANCE Committee members recommended that
The Mirage be put on full subscription financing during the
1969-70 school year.
In succeeding years a Mirage
will be published only if sufficient
funds are obtained from fall subscription sales.
"I'm not going to recommend
to Senate and I will not sign any
proposed budget that includes a
full subsidy for The Mirage," Associated Students President John
Thorson told the committee.
''WE HAVE 18 months to create enthusims for a yearbook that
will pay its own way," Thorson
said. Finance Committee members
agreed that an extensive publicity
campaign will be needed to inform students of the subscription
plan to gauge their opinion to it~Chairman Travelstead said that
eliminating the requested $42,000
subsidy for the yearbook from
next year's Associated Students
budget could probably be refiected
in a decrease in students' activity
fees.
Committee members pointed out
that 9500 students paid activity
fees last year, but that only 6000
copies of the yearbook were printed. Although virtually all of last
year's copies were claimed, in past
years the number of students paying activity fees bas often greatly
exceeded the number picking up
Mirages that they had already
paid for.

.•
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By NELSON P. VALDES
Industrial societies to a great
degree have been able to transcend poverty; they have liberated
man from his material poverty
while at the same time they have
created the conditions that allow
for spiritual poverty to appear
and persist. '
This is indeed the great paradox
of affluence. We have become materially satisfied-and permanently hedonistic. To have, to consume, has become Utopia. We do
not seem to have a greater perspective; we believe we live in the
"best of possible worlds," seeing
nothing beyond.

Bobby Mayfield, Democratic gubernatorial candidate, has
canceled his scheduled campus debate'with Dr. David Hamilton of the economics department on the subject of academic
freedom-you just knew he would.
His reported reasons for canceling were that his position
on academic freedom was a matter of record and that he saw
no purpose to be served by a debate bringing up such issues
.as the Stokley Carmichael mess. He claims to be an advocate
of academic freedom, but . . . . One of the buts was Carmichael. Readers will recall that Mayfield was the man who
offered to pay Carmichael his $1500 fee if the Associated
Students Speakers Committee would break the contract for
him to appear at UNM.
But lest Students be convinced by Mayfield;~ "reasons"
for canceling, make no ·mistake: no office-seeker wants to
appear in public if he cannot make a favorable impression.
And trying to defend any contested position, such as his on
the Carmichael issue, on the opposition's home ground is
hardly the way to make such an impression.
We can't imagine how Mayfield slipped up and accepted
the invitation to debate in the first place. But you can bet
we know why he canceled, and we doubt his "reasons" will
fool anybody.

. "' "'

As a consequence, confonnism
has become the common denominator of individualism. One expresses his individuality by conforming, by being similar in out-·
look and behavior.
The non-conformist becomes an
alien, an entity considered treacherous to the common good, an
agent of the enemy-and we all
know that enemies are not human; they are the materialization
of all that is evil (in ourselves?).
One product of this state of
affairs is that while diversity is
allowed, none is encouraged. The
majority of the Americans are
great defenders of individualism,
as long as it is a similar individualism.
To allow individualism and diversity becomes a weakness. You
can choose the church of your
choice, but please-no atheists!
In other words, freedom within
my limits. Freedom as long as it
does not challenge my own premises .••

Is Pub Board Dead?
The Board of Student Publications outdid itself last night.
With the future of The Mirage left hanging by action of the
Senate Finance Committee yesterday, a quorum failed to
materialize for the third time this year and the meeting
never got off the ground.
Also scheduled for last night's non-meeting were hiring of
next year's Mirage editor and consideration of a poll of Senate Finance Committee members recommending that the
Thunderbird, UNM's literary magazine, be cut back from
three to two issues next year.
The Mirage question was raised in Finance Committee
after Pub Board requested complete subsidy for next year
followed by a subscription plan the following year. The subscription plan would have students who wanted a yearbook
-sign up for one at the first of the year and pay separately,
rather than financing the book through activity-fee money.
The meeting last night was to have resolved the question
-or at least made some progress toward resolving the question-of the future of The Mirage, which gets the largest
single allocation on the Associated Students hudget$36,000 this year. This question must be resolved before the
Board can consider hiring an editor for next year-also
scheduled for last night-because the new editor presumably
must know the basis on which he will be hired.
But because there was not meeting a new Mirage editor
was not hired, the subscription plan was not considered, and
the recommended Thunderbird cutback was not discussed.
The board's next scheduled meeting is April 9. At that
time, added to the agenda carried over from last night's
abortive attempt will be the hiring of editors for ne:xt year's
Lobo and Thunderbird and the summer Lobo, consideration
of financial reports of the four student publications, and God
knows what else.
Hopefully the April meeting will see a quorum, and hence
perhaps something will be accomplished and prospective Mirage and Thunderbird editors will know the status of those
publications for next year.
As one board member put it after waiting 45 minutes for
a quorum and giving up last night: "Students are only too
happy to take these committee jobs because it looks good
on their transcripts. But they refuse to take the responsibility that goes with the jobs. Let them put student members
on those 14 faculty committees (as per a proposal made this
week). They'll never show up anyway."
Student Publications at UNM are no sma11 potatoes. The
budgets of the four publications total upwards of $100,000
,.&. year~ It's about time Pub Board members realized this
and go-off their duffs.

"' * *

Voluntary servitude is a state
of mind. It appears when your
expectations are satisfied. Industrial society has been able to satisfy most people's needs mater-

• * *

The older people do not perceive
it, and as a result do not believe
there is such an animal. This is
indeed what is at the core of the
generational gap of today. While
most people still seek material
enrichment, many of the young
people of today are seeking selffulfillment.
Voluntary servitude, that is,
the action of willingly enslaving
oneself, comes about when material needs are satisfied and one is
not aware of some non-material
needs. This is indeed a great problem.
How does one overcome such
a state of consciousness? How
does one open someone's perceptions of something better in terms
of quality?

* * *

Many people have been completely overtaken by this question
and they have gone to the extreme
of forcing people to be free! We
reach the climax of the absurd:
voluntary servitude vs. :forced
freedom.
The problem, nevertheless, is
not simple, and that solution

Scabaw Protests

Turpin, Hunter Lauded
Dear Editor:
From the accounts of the press
in America today one would be
led to believe that the youth of
our country are craven cowards,

spaced. Name, telephone number and addreaa must be In·
cluded, althou~rh name will be

whose watchword is "Hell no, we
won't go!", who flee to Canada to
bury their heads ostrich-like :from
the problems of today. Many of
us, of course, know this isn't
true, that there are young men
who still believe in duty, honor,
country.
I am sincerely proud to know
two such men. Their names are
Cody Turpin and Tim Hunter.
These two UNM students left
school to join the United States
Army, to protect our freedom.
Men like them defended America
at Bunker Hill, New Orleans, Argonne, Iwo Jima, and Inchon. I
only thank God that America still
has men like Cody 'l'urpin, and
Tim Hunter and others like them.
David Foreman

Speak on Marx
Dr. Harold Meier and Dr.
Charles Woodhouse, professors
from UNM's sociology department, will speak on Marx's Sociological Method Wednesday
night in rooms 231 D and E of
the Union. The talk will be the
second in a series of SDS sponSored lectures on the subject
Marxism 168.
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should not be simply dismissed
(Herbert Marcuse, for instance,
believes it is the only solution to
the problem).
The problem is that if qualitative change is desirable, and only
through this type of change is
there true democracy and liberation, how does one bring about
such a change when the majority
of the people are not even conscious of that desirability?
...
The people are free to choose
that path, they are only tied to
the status quo by their very satisfaction, by the massifying mass
media; how does one create dissatisfaction within the middle
class? How does one create the
agents for qualitative change in
American society?
These are questions which I
hope some other students and
teachers would consider.
At this point, perhaps, we
should summarize our analysis of
American society. A minority of
the population controls the main
centers of power, That power elite
is not monolithic in its interests
but do not represent the interests
of the majority of the people
either.

. .

* .. *

It is a pluralist elite that monopolizes decision making-and decreasing, as a result, the possibilities for true democracy. The majority of the people, on the other
hand, identifies with the elite or
at least does not question its
power. The people feel satisfied
and do not consider qualitative
changes necessary. From this inter relation of elements, the facade of democracy appears.
There is no need for imposing
conformity from the outside; the
people choose it themselves. One
has the possibility of dissenting
from the current of conformism,
but one is powerless to do anything about it. Or is he?
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Dear Editor:
In reply to Mr. Travelstead's
letter, the student-government
people did not come to the antibudget meeting to answer questions but in a deliberate attempt
to disrupt and destroy the group.
The problems of the whole budget controversy seems to be that
we of the Student Committee
Against the Budget and Waste
feel that government should be
based on morality and liberty,
while Mr. Travelstead and his
student-government friends feel
government should be based on
power and efficiency.
Mr. Travelstead says there is
no broad-based anti-budget movement--why, then, was the budget
defeated in the regular election
last spring and why is student
government so concerned with
our group?
David Foreman, chairman,
Student Committee
Against the Budget and Waste

I
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Affluence and
Voluntary Servitude

'ially. Once there is satisfaction
there is complacency and conformity; one becomes a defender
of the status quo; one identifies
with it.
Affluence persuades the people
into conformity, and the process
of massification begins. One
reaches the stage of Panem et
Circus.
Our elders cannot understand
how their children are revolting
against a society that has given
them so much. It is a problem of
perception. The old generations
only perceived America's material
poverty (depression, etc.), but we,
the children of affluence, are perceiving a more subtle poverty,
one that is cultural, spiritual, and
psychological.
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WEDNESDAY
Christian Science Organization; Union
231 A; 9 :30 a.m.
Baha'i ; Union 231 D; 12 :00 Noon.
Latin-American Deak; Union 250 B·C;
12:30 p.m.
A.W.S. ; Union 231 D-E: 3 :80 p.m.
Mortar Board: Union 231 B; G:16 p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial Board: Union 231 C:
7:00 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Pledgea: Union 231 A;
7:00 p.m.
N.S.A.: Union 263; 7:00 p.m.
Ski Club; Union Thoatcr: 7 :00 p.m.
Student Senate; Union Council Room:
7:00 p.m.
APOWA Pledgea; Union 260 E; 7:30
p.m.
S.O.S.: Panel DiscllSBlon of Marxiam :
Union 231 D-E ; 7:30 p.m.
Student Nuraes Asrociatlon: Union 260
C; 7:30p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union 250 A-B: 8:00
P.m.
SpUI'II; Union 260 D; 8 :00 p.m.
THURSDAY
Albuquerque Newcomer!! Club Luncheon :
Union N. Ballroom: 11 :00 a.m.
Biology Department- Conservationists ;

Union 250 C-E: 11 :30 n.m.
Albuquerque N ewcomcl'l! Club Bridge
Party; Union 250 A·D; 12:30 p.m.
Free Univ: Doath of God & Birth of
Man; Union 281 C; 3 :00 p.m.
Senate Steering Committee: Union 250
Et; _3!80 p.m.
Free Univ: The Poet Spoaks to the
American People: Union 231 D: 4 :00 p.m.
~ree Unlv: Coul'l!e in Peraonnl Anarchy;
Umon 231 E : 4 :30 p.m.
APOWA Executive Meeting; Union
Council Room: 6 :30 p.m.
Latin-American Desk Film: "Don Quix·
ote de Ia Mancha" (Spanish): Union Theater: 0 :30 p.m.
Sigma Xi: Union 189 E&W: 6 :SO p.m.
Christian Science Organization ; Union
260 E; 7WO p.m.
J,F,P.C. ;Union 120; 7 :00 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega: Union 281 E: 7 :30
p.m.
A.W.S. Executive Council; Union Council
Room ; 7 :30 p.m.
Dames Club: Union 260 A.B: 7 :30 p.m.
Phi Beta Lambda: Union 281 B.O: 7 :30
p.m,
Young Democrat.; Union 231 D: 7:80

!J.m.

POR PAQUITA GOMEZ
Su eielo, no habeis oido hablar
HERNANDEZ
de el?, tiene todos los esplendidos
Djstante de la Patria; evoco a rna tices de todas las esta ciones,
mi tierra ,a Cuidad amada con Y su color azul le hace aparecer
singular emocion. Me pregu~to a como un brillante zafiro escapado
mi misma, como voy a hablar de de la mano de Dios, el Gran Orfeella?, Me basto meditar un mo- bre. Las estrellas, por las noches,
mento, y halle que guardo como brillan como en ningun otro cielo,
un tesoro y tengo viva en mi Ia lo saben las calles quitenas y los
imagen de Quito; de inmediato balcones fioridos cuando los sererecorda todes los elogios que a lo natistas, templan las cuerdas de
largo de los anos he escuchado.
su guitarra para cantar con emo"Como los amaneceres de Qui- cion de juglar enamorado aquella
to, deben de haber sido los prime- estrofa: " !Que Iindo es mi Quito,
ros amaneceres de la Creacion", con su cielito lleno de estrellas! ..
Quiero transmitirles ahora las
asi expreso su emocion, Ernesto
palabras
llenas de emocion de
de la Orden, que vivio por muchos
Camilo
Jose
Cela cuando dijo:
anos en hi ciudad natal. Quito,
"Luz de America", !Quito Luz del "La imagen de Quito, Ia tan
espiritu !y a !a distancia el mara- senora, la tengo grabada en el
villoso iman, al que vive unido corazon. La sabia y emocionada
silueta de aquella noble y gran
nuestro corazon.
Entre otros muchos, Sartorio, ciudad Extremena naciada, a las
el Conde de Mayalde, Alfredo faldas del Pichincha y al pie de
Sanchez Bella, Jose Maria Peman, los cerros de Bella vista y del
Camilo Jose Cela, deja ron oir sus mirador del Panecillo, a tantas
voces de maravillada admiracion leguas de andar y de navegar-o
de volar, que tambien es noble
ante Quito.
Extremadura.
e.iercicio-de la
Peman lo dijo: "todas las mod- !Convento de Ia Merced, de airoso
ernas ciudades de los Continentes y dibujado patio! !Convento de
se parecen entre si: grandes Santo Domingo, de fresca y rumoavenidas, paseos, rascacielos, mas rosa fuentecilla! !Convento de
esta fisonomia de Quito, nos sor- San Augustin, de nobles y bien
prende y nos deleita porque es trazadas arquitecturas! Iglesia de
unica."
]a Compania, barroca y tierna y
El Ministro de Educacion de calida como una fruta!
Colombia, que concurrio a Quito,
Cabe descripcion mas bella, ya
a! Congreso lberoamericano de la veo con los ojos de la imaginaEducacion, exclamo alborozado: cion tal como es ella, y me gozo en
"Quito es ante mis ojos asombra- recorrerla cada dia, es como si de
dos, como un magico Belen, sus nuevo me asomara a mi ventana,
casitas en constancia admirable para ver a la distancia sus monvan subiendo monte arriba, real- tanas azules.
mente no hallo nada que se comRecuerdo claramente las calidas
pare a su belleza."
palabras de Alfredo Sanchez Bella
Esto, en cuanto a Ia belleza de Director del Instituto Hispanico
su paisaje, que para la belleza de de Madrid cuando me dijera: "tu
su arte, aun guardo en mi oido la sabes que fui nombrado" hijo
emocionada palabra que escuchara adoptivo" de esta Ilustre e Hien Quito, de la Doctora Pilar dalga Ciudad, y que mi mayor
Fernandez de Ia Vega, Directora aspiracion es Ia de mantenerme
del Museo de America de Madrid. fiel a este honorifico nombrami"El Arte Quiteno me encanta, ento. !Bendita ciudad y bendita
porquc tiene recia personalidad, tierra! que me acogen con especial
pero ademas muchisima dulzura. carino y que me ofrece el espectaEn Quito, el oro brilla por todas culo de su hcrmosura siempre
partes, las Iglesias son ascuas,
rencvada."
San Francvisco, la Compania, El
Vivas en mi imaginacion las paSagrario, cl Atrio de Ia Capilla
Mayor; vuestras Iglesias me parecen cxtraordinarias custodias.
En Pintura y Escultura Quito es
de tal csplendor, que es conocida
no solo en America, sino en cl
mundo. Caspicara por ejcmplo cs
universal.
Y apartandome del Artc, sus
fiores, su temperatura, me hacen
sentirla como un Iugar de privilegio. Pienso con cuanta razon
escribio Ernesto de la Orden su
"Elogio a Quito", porque aqui
forzosamente brota la poesia en labras gentiles del Conde de Mayaide, Alcalde de Madrid: "Quitoforma intima y bella.
Mira, esta manana he I'ecibido dice el Conde-tiene un alma inuna inolvidable sorpresa, al co- comparable que bulle en Ia genermienzo crei que era un sueno, pero osidad hidalga de sus hijos y
se desborda en las obras de
luego me di cuenta de que las que
Arte,
de surtir no a una
voces se hacian mas proximas, ciudadcapaces
sino
a
veinte; este Arte
posteriormente supe que era el tan alabado que
mezela el deliRosario de la Aurora. Me prequn- cade y :POetico espiritu del indio
to asombrada, por que no se gra- creador, con aquel soplo vivifiban esas "mananitas" maravillo- cante y amoroso de Espana. De
sas y se las manda a recorrer el este encuentro han surgido las
mundo? !Como quisiera llevarme obras mas bellas del mudejar y
grabados los villancicos cantados del barroco, que muchas inglesias
por la dulce cadencia de Ia voz de mi Espana, ya las quisieran,
quitena."
pero que al ornar a esta nobilisiI, es que realmcnte tambien las ma y cspiritual ciudad, estan ex.ciudades tienen alma, la de Quito altando las virtudcs y privilegios
debe cstar nimbada de una luz de un pueblo tan nuestro, tan proespecial que la coloca en un sitial fundamcnte amado y admirado.
de privilegio.
!Que mas :PUcdo anadir, es una

ciudad como pocas ciudades, donde la parte nueva rivaliza con las
ciudades mas adelantadas y mas
belles urbanisticamente, y, por
otro lado guarda y'·exhibe con celoso am or, esa parte colonial tan
grabada en mi corazon, porque
sus callecitas las he visto ya en
mis pueblos Castellanos, en mi natal Toledo, donde el Greco emerge
como un simbolo de inmortalidad.
Debia ser esta ciudad Luz, la
que ponga en manos de este espanol su llave milagrosa, que me
ha :permitido abrir todas las puertas, llenarme de los secretos de
sus hijos, de su arte inigualade
y de sus bellezas naturales tan
llenas de encanto !"
Federico Neilsen Reyes, escritor
y periodista boliviano, Presidente
de Ia Sociedad Bolivariana de la
Pas se expreso asi : "Tenia un
caro anhelo, sonaba con llegar a
tiena ecuatoriana, con llegar a
Quito, por mil titulos, Cuidad
Noble y Gloriosa.
Quito es una Ciudad que mantiene inconfundibles sus rasgos de
recia estirpe castellana, y que se
perfila ademas como una urbe en
marcha para llegar a ser una de
las primeras del Continente. Su
topigrafiia, singularmente bella,
permitira mantenerse con su caracter propio, asi cuente un dia
con un millon de habitantes o
mas; es una ciudad que se extiende pujante en todas direcciones.
En cuanto al aspecto cultural,
antes y ahora, podemos decir que
ha acupado un Iugar de distincion
quiza po re] propio medio telurico
que parece contribuir a que sus
hombres y sus mujeres cultiven
con esmero Ia literatura, la investigacion historica y todas las demas ramas del intelecto superior.
I las sorpresas en ella recibidas, han sido tan gratas, tan inolvidables, que mi reconocimento sera eterno"
! San Francisco de Quito!, !tierra de mis mayores!, ,!tierra de
am or y gloria!, a Ia distancia, mi
corazon estremecido, se echara a
volar, como las mismas campanas
de tus templos. Como velos sacta,
llegare ha11ta tus calles, a gozar
de la alegria de tus gentes, para

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
"One particular university's
'token-integrated' black Ph.D.
associate professor I never
will forget; he got me so mad
!couldn't see straight. As badly as our 22 millions of educationally deprived black people·
need the help of any brains he
has, there he was, looking like
some fly in the buttermilk
among white 'colleagues'-and
he was trying to eat me up! He
was ranting and raving about
what a 'div~sive demagogue'
and what a 'reverse racist' I
was. I was racking my head to
SJlear that fool; finally I held
up my hand, and he stopped.
'Do you know what white racists call black Ph.D.s? • He said
something like, 'I believe :what
I happat not to be aware of
that'-you know, one of those
ultra-proper
talking
Kneegroes. And I laid the word down
on him, loud: 'Nigger!"'-from
The Autobiography of Malcolm X.
Malcolm Little, later "Detroit
Red," later Malcolm X, altered
his extremely bitter view of the
white man after a trip to the
Middle Eeast in 1964.
He withdrew his blanket indictment against the white man and
there are some who speculate
that the moderation of his position was the cause of his assissination in February of 1965. But
Malcolm X died at least somewhat reconciled with white America,
Gordon Allport identifies four
elements connected to the reduction of prejudice existing between
two groups: 1.) Possession of
equal status. 2.) A striving toward common goals. 3.) Cooperative dependence upon each other.
4.) Interaction with the positive
support of authorities, law or
custom.
Although much can be said
about all these elements. I would
like to approach only one of them:
a striving toward common goals.
Malcolm X's travels broadened
his outlook greatly. He immediately made the connection be-

tween the struggle of his race in
the United States and the struggle of the Afro-Asian countries
of the Third World in the international arena.
Upon his return, he seriously
considered making an effort to
bring U.S. racial injustice before
the United Nations as an international issue.
Although it is questionable that
his bitterness about the treatment of his race subsided, his
view of racial prejudice took on
a new dimension: a concern for
the future of the United States
as a nation in a world where
whites are far outnumbered by
non-whites.
~'*"
The new dimension was an
awareness of his citizenship in
a country where white attitudes
toward non-whites, if they remain unchanged, will result in
the ultimate failure of the country when it is faced by the inevitable challenge from the non-white
world to live up to its allegedly
democratic and egalitarian ideology.
From this challenge comes a
common goal for Negro and white
Americans: a radical adaptation
of white attitudes toward nonwhites which will enable the
United States to survive as a
democratic institution in a largely
non-white world.
Thus, Malcolm X sees a role for
the white man in the Negro Revolution. But it is not in relation
to the Negro; it is in relation to
his own kind: the white, AngloSaxon, Protestant in his living
room.
"Where the really sincere
white people have got to do
their 'proving' of themselves is
not among the black victims,
but out on the battle lines of
where American's racism really
is-and that's in their own
home communities; America's
racism is omong their own fellow whites. That's where the
sincere whites who really mean
to accomplish anything have
got to work."
There is, then, a challenge fac(Continued on page 5)
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esperanto rev1ew Vol. 2, No.3
llenar mis ojos de todas tus bellezas, -para llenar mi espiritu de
ti, para heber tus auras perfumadas, para decirte bajo tu cielo
azul este verso de amor.
"Mi Queto, guardajoyas!
que seas tal cual ere s,
monumental y pura
sobre !a luz del eter !"
Albuquerque, New Mexico, D-cii
embre 6 de 1.967
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La Pampa

Nose decir de ti, Pampa Argentina: que andas solva venida con
unviento del Oeste. Yeo crecer los
pastos entre tu olvido, y los pajaros pason y se alejan de los
arboles. Solo un hombr e canta con

Why Asturias?
This year Miguel Asturias received an award coveted by all
men of letters. In Stokholm he
was presented with the Nobel
Prize for literature.
Miguel A. Asturias was born
in Guatemala City on Oct. 19,
1899. As a youth his open and observant nature brought him close
to his peo-ple, incorporating their
spirit into his being at a very early age. Living under the dictatorship of Estrada Cabrera as an
adolescent and as a law student,
the political unrest that followed
Iate1· led him to become extremely
active in the formation of the Association of Unionist Students.
However, Asturias went '.further,
and realizing that more than political adjustment was needed following the overtht•ow of Cabrera,
he became co-founder of the Popular University, and institution
whose objective was the education
of both men and women o:l' the
working class. Meanwhile, his
personal contact with the Mestizo
elements of his culture continued
to grow, His thesis: "the perennial 'social :pt•oblem' of the Indi-

an" sent him on expeditions into
the back country of Guatemala.
Later, his travels abroad introduced him to professor George
Raynaud, a specialist in Mayan
religions and mythology. His studies under Raynaud resulted in
his translation of the sacred book
of the Mayan Quiches, the Popol
Vuh, into Spanish, thereby initiating his literary career. Shortly
afterward, some poetry, a series
of lectures, and his Leyendas de
Gtwtemala were published. But
his most recent works, especially
El senor presidente and Hombres
de 1naiz, introduced Asturias into
literary prominence.
The Guatemalan writer is involved in the political and socio·
logical system of his country. In
El senor presidente, Asturias'
first novel, he depicts the bitter
times under the terroristic regime of Estrada Cabrera. Having
lived and suffered the horrors of
national tyranny, his historical
account is filled with a genuine
insight and understanding. How(Continued on page 5)

su guitarra todo el pasado de mi
pais. Abro en mi cuerpo un poco
de ese ayer que es mio y solo veo
en tu tierra el canto de todos los
venteveos que andan por el aire
sin saber donde posarse. Yeo como
crece el amor que tengo bacia los
hombres y como se colma el cielo
de un color celeste cansado y alto.
A donde esta tu voz verde Pampa si no en todos los pajaros que
cantan y pasan debajo del cielo
de mi pais? Donde estan tu ayer,
tu gloria, tus obscuras lanzas si
no en tu misma tierra hundida con
algunos pastos silvesb·es, creciendo con Ia ayuda del v:ento y de
las aguas?
Todo lo tienes, Pamp;t verde y
extendida de mi nacion donde el
recuerdo crece como las plantas
y donde el olvido esta muy lejos
los hombres. Dios, tu que sabes
de la vida, haz que hoy llegu~.
este canto a todos los p'ljaros que
andan por las ramas (h algunos
per1•didos arboles.
Quisiera que cada dia mi amor
se extienda un poco mas. Solo
cuando grito el viento lleva mi
voz basta los pajonales y los juncos del rio seco no se mecen mas
con el agua.
Unas nubes pasan sobre mi
cabeza, y toda Ia pamp:;, se cubre
de sombra. El tiempo sigue su
camino, y solo Dios sabre que
sera de todos nosotros, rle Ia tierra, del canto de los ?<·nteveos y
de todos las cosas r b mdonadas
sobre esta Pampa A-' mtina.
HECTOR DANTE CiNCOTTA
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sirena del barco hendio Ia tarde y
fue como si repentinamente una
raja hubiera quebrado el demora·
do azul del cielo. Acompahado de
una suelta de globos, el barco
comenzo a alejarse con los rn111i·
(Continued on page 6)

Una Tarde en el Puerto
Como todos los domingos a Ia
tarde Ia tia Yolanda me llevo al
puerto de Berisso a ver los barcos de bandera extranjera que
habian llegado esa semana. Aunque era el paseo obligado de los
domingos, esta vez tenia un at.
ractivo especial pues habia
~tracado un famoso barco de
guerra ingles que despertaba en
mi respeto, admiracion y asombro
ya que basta entonces solo habia
visto barcos petroleras. Era pleno
verano (lo que signif caba un
consume desusado de Bidu y Odorone) y a pesar de los ravioles y
..el vino, salimos en seguida despues del almuerzo. Bajo un sol
bochornoso, caminamos largas
cuadras bacia el puerto mientras
yo sentia el polvo tibio de las calles infiltrarseme por las medias
y acurrucarse entre los dedos del
pie. Papa, como de costumbre, no
quiso venir y prefirio quedarse,
sentado a horcajadas en una silla
a Ia puerta de casa, con una botella de cerveza junto a su chancleta,
aguardando calmosamente que
apareciera algun vecino para decirle "Hace, no?" y endilgarle Ia
pesantez y el sueno a Ia humedad.
Llegamos temprano. La nave
inglesa dormitaba pesadamente,
ahogada en calinosos bostezos.
SOlo una pocas personas ambulaban por el muelle mientras algunos marineros apoyados en Ia
borda las miraban con aburrido
silencio. A veces, uno de ellos le
arrojaba un paquete de cigarrillos
a un grupo de muchachos. Hubiera
querido pedirle a Ia tia Yolanda
que me comprara alguna golosina
pero me contuve pues sabia que
ella desaprobaba que comiera
dulces a deshora. De modo que
debl contentarme con mirar las
cuerdas embreadas y los destellos
del sol en el agua y las mancbas
de petroleo que flotaban a desgrano.
Poco a poco, el muelle fue llenandose de gente basta colmarse.
Practicamente, todo el pueblo,
encendido de curiosidad por la
nave inglesa, se habia volcando
en el puerto. Parecia increible que
tantas personas se subieran deci-dido a abandonar sus casas a esa
bora de sol candente. Luego, llegaron los vendedores de globor.
Los muchachos, siempre en barras, venian a ver a las chicas y
las chicas a ver a los marineros.
Aiin faltaba media bora para
poder visitar el barco. El muelle
parecia a punto de estallar, como
la tia Yolanda, que apresada en
su faja, bacia todo lo humansmente posible por transpirar con
decoro y no cesaba de sacar su
pannuelito de la manga y secarse
con breves toques Ia £rente y los
muy incipientes bigotes de solterona. Yo no habia visto nunca
tanta gente junta. Ya casi no nos
pod!amos mover de nuestros sitios
y todos se pisaban entre si y se
pedian disculpas y se volvian a
pisar y se quejaban del "olor a

zobaco" y las mujeres se Ievanta- palpitaba de regocijo y nadie me de aqui para alia y gritos y re.
ban una ye otra vez los breteles. prestaba atencion. Las senoras se proches brotaban incesantemente.
La tia Yolanda, sin hacer come- olvidaban de sus hijas y se arro- . Me aferre a los barrotes y come·
ntarios, m~ apretaba Ia mano jaban en lo brazos de senores nee a llamarla a la tia Yolanda
fuerte parll' que no me perdiera maduros que tiraban los sombre- a voz en cuello pero fue en vano.
entre Ia muchedumbre. Unas goti- ros al aire y restregaban sus bigo- Parecia no conocerme, estar ausetas humedecian sus mejillos empo- · tes contra los labios femeninos nte de todo, obsesionada por ese
lvadas.
como gatos mimosos.
barco presto a partir. Cayo de
Nadie quedo inmune. Atraidos rodillas y apretujando el panuelito
Los rayos de sol se colaban por
entre Ia ropa interior y todos por Ia batahola, unos vigilantes celeste en su boca, sollozaba. La
AAA APPROVED
transpiraban al unisono como en vinieron corriendo y al mezclarse
FREE AIRPORT
ll lrr=;:;;=;~~~1l TfiANSPORTATION
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month
plus
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el puente decorando asi su barco. musculosas, se reunieron y los
FRIENDSHIP 242-2757
ferential. ($75.00 for P.M.'s and $60.00
Un marinero se le acerco, senalo Ievantaron en vilo. Los marineros
for NIGHTS. l
INNS
AU of this and more, in a city that has
OP AM • ._ICA
a la muchedumbre con un gesto bailaban en el puente con las
everything but you.
All Major
de asombro, le hizo algun come- jovenes, que seguian subiendo al
1001
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ntario al que respondio .el capitan barco de brazo en brazo, de apreEmplo:vment Supe:rviloor
Central N.l!.
Accepted
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con leve cabeceo y luego se retiro ton en apreton, festivamente. De
Close
to
the
Univenlty,
Downtown
OF NURSING
dejando todo a cargo de un escua- pronto, Ia vi a Ia tia Yolanda
1900 WESt Polk Street
and the Airport.
lido subalterno que, algo separado bailando con un marinero que no
Chicago, Illinois
60612
Where U.S. 66 and 1·25 meet.
de piernas y las manos juntas tendria mas de veintidos anos.
(TA 9·8400)
atras, contemplaba gravemente a Bailaba, si, echando Ia cabeza.
la multitud. Mientras tanto, el bacia atras, descoyuntandose de
gentio se agolpaba £rente a Ia Ia risa, y me senalaba para indiplanchada acuciado por el ardor carle a] muchacho cual era su
afiebrado de Ia tarde.
sobrino. Arriba, el sol reventaba
Los primeros visitantes subie- de plenitud.
ron al fin. Era un matrimonio
Cuando comenzo a atardecer,
algo entrado en carnes. Un mari- extranamente, los marineros senanero ayudo a la senora tomandola laron al sol poniente y en seguida
amablemente de Ia mano, lo que parecieron volver a sus cabales.
le gano una sonrisa ancha como Hicieron descender a toda Ia gente
tajada de sandia. Luego, siguie- y se aprestaron a partir, impeli11 famous international dishes
ron otros. La multitud parecia dos por una inexplicable y unaniunirse en una sola masa carnal, me decision. Aun riendo, todas las
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
sudada, ansiosa de movimiento, personas permanecieron en el
de aire. La tia Yolanda se asusto muelle. Saludaban a los marineros
French, German, and others ...)
un poco del enajenamiento cole- agitandamente pero estos no
I unch 1 1 : go·2: go dinner 5: go-g: go
ctivo y le pidio a un senor de respondian.
camisa de nylon transparente que
Cuando todo estuvo Iisto para
413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
me sentara en una de las ventanas Ia partida, ]a gente comenzo a
del deposito frente al barco pues llorar. Otro piquete de policias
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986
tenio miedo de que me desmayara. irrumpio en el muelle tocando
Todos me apretaban, me estruja- sus silbatos a rabiar como para
ban, me oprimian y me daban disuadir a los marineros de su
ganas de Uorar pero tenia los actitud. Se tropezaban con ]a
ojos secos de lagrimas, y a] igual muchedumbre, las gorras rodaban
que los ojos dem mis tortura- --------- ----------------------dores, se dilataban, ansiando escapar de las orbitas.
De pronto, todo el paisaje se
colmo de incandescencia, los cuerpos fermentaban y el encendimiento descendio desde el cerebro
como una serpiente gelatinosa,
caldeo las bocas, agobio los pechos
de las mujeres, y los cuerpos, recalentados, buscaron desahogo en
las manos que avidamente se
entrelazaban. Me asuste. Jactandose de vitalidad, los cuerpos
jugaban, se meneaban. Los marineros cayeron baja los tentaculos
del fenomeno y, fuera de si, tomaban a las mujeres en nbrazos y se
las pasaban entre ellos basta depositarlas en Ia cubierta. Las
mujeres, a las carcajadas, los besaban y la multitud reia, aquejada de hilaridad. Todos se besaban en medio de risotadas y cosquillas. Hasta la tia Yolanda, tan
decorosa siempre, se transfiguro.
Desternillandose de risa entregaba
la mano y luego las mejillas. El
barco era una fiesta, el muelle
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This card costs $5. It could save you $50 or
more any time you want to wing it: to go skiing,
or home for vacation, or to an out-of-town game,
or to a houseparty in Salt Lake City.
It's Frontier Airlines' 21 Fare identification
card. And it entitles you to four great privileges:
( 1) to fly Frontier for 40% less than full fare;
{2) to have a confirmed reservation on any
Frontier flight, any day; (3) to take as many of

these low-cost flights as you have time for in the
next six months; and (4) to enjoy the Youth
Fare privileges of most other major airlines.
Only one requirement: You've got to be at
least 12 years old (no sweat) and not over 21
(Sorry, graduate students, use our Standby
Fare.) Take proof of your age to Tom Joule,
your Frontier campus representative, to your
Travel Agent, or any Frontier ticket office.

Malcolm X •••
(Continued from page 3)
ing all Americans, as Malcolm
X perceives it; and thus, the second element in Allport's scheme
of factors which help enable two
groups to live together is provided: common goals.
"In our mutual sincerity we
might be able to show a road to
the salvation of America's very
soul. It can only be salvaged if
human rights and dignity, in
full, are extended to black men.
Only such real, meaningful actions as those which are sincerely motivated from a deep
sense of humanism and moral
responsibility can get at the
basic causes that produce the
racial explosions today."

allegiance to the God who is sovereign over all nations. When
there is conflict between these
two allegiances, the priority is
clear. "Ye shall have no other God
before Me." We must obey God
rather than man.
In other words no one who believes in God can say to any state
"I will do anything you tell meanYthing at all-no matter how
evil it may be.'' Such a position
is immoral, a violation of conscience.
Vatican Council II affirms this
when it says (Section 79, Constitution of the church in the
Modern World) "Actions which
deliberately conflict with ( (conscience)-as well as orders commanding such actions--are criminal and blind obedience cannot
excuse those woh yield to them
. . . The courage of those who
fearlessly and openly resist those
who issue such commands ferits
the nighest approbation.'' For
this reason the Council declared
in 1616 the next paragraph that,
"Laws make humane provision
for the case of those who for reasons of conscience refuse to bear
arms.''
In the United States today the
Selective Service law allows "citizens to be conscientious objectors
to all wars--but not to a particular war, like the war in Viet
Nam. The law now demands that
a citizen who considers the Viet
Nam war immoral must fight in
that war or go to jail. Millions
of Americans dissent from this
war. Hundreds are in jail because
of their conscientious objection to
it. I think that the law is both
unconstitutional and immoral.
More than a century ago Alexis
de Tocqueville wrote "All those
who seek to destroy the liberties

of a democratic nation ought to .
know that war is the surest and
shortest means to accomplish it.''
Today the danger of tyranny of
the majority in this country is
very acute. Recently the chairman
of the House Armed Services committee asked-not in jest-whether there is "some way of getting
around the first amendment.'' One
of the ways is the Selective Service Law,
The Presidential committee that
prepared the law succumbed completely to the statist and military
point of view. It advised that the
determination of the justice of
injustice of any war could be
made only by the government, not
by the soldier or citizen.
The law follows this advice. It
denies the citizen his rights as an
individual and.goes to deny that
he has any rights. This is Thomas
Hobbes' view of the state: "That
mortal God" to whom all individual rights and convictions are
given up. How far is this from
the ideal of our first President,
George Washington, who said,
"Learn to keep alive in your
heart that little spark of celestial
fire called conscience.''
The moral argument against
the law is the Judaeo-Christian
attitude toward war itself. This
attitude is that war is a violation
of the Iaw-"Thou shalt not kill"
-and a violatuion of the basic
Christian command to love one
another. When Christian tradition
through the just war theory establishes the possibility that a
particular war might be morally
allowed, it doees so by establishing that a particular war is an exception to the biblical precepts
because it fulfills many very rigid
conditions.
No one is free to evade his personal responsibility by leaving it
to the government to make his
moral decisions. In war citizens
are asked by their government to
go out and kill other men. The
burden of showing that such an
order is moral rests on the government that orders it.
In order with good conscience
to fo11ow such an order the citizen must make the judgment that
the war is just. If he doubts about
the rigrtness or morality of the
war he must solve that doubt before he can act.
It is not enough to tell him that
the government has more information. That information must
be given to him. The government
must make a crystal clear case
that the war is just before it can
have any semblance of morality
in its order to go out and kill
other men.
This means that war is immoral
unless the opposite clearly can
be proven. It means that the government must prove its case to
the conscience of the citizen. The
present draft law denies all of
this. It is immoral.
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By RichardT. McSailey, S. J.
The following article by Rev.
McSorley originally appeared in
the 0 c t o b e r 12 issue of the
Georgetown newspaper, The
Hoya, and is reprinted here with
the permission of the editor. The
article by Dr. Carey is also from
the Hoya, appearing in the October 19 issue. Both Rev. McSorley's
and Dr. Carey's articles appeared
under the title of Rostrum.
The Rev. Richard T. McSorley,
S.J., assistant professor of theology, came to Georgetown in 1961
and has been active in the civil
rights and the anti-Viet Nam
War movements.
At Nuremberg the United States proclaimed the principle that
the individual soldier is directly
responsible for his actions even
if he does them under orders. This
principle reechoes the principle
on which our nation was founded;
to give scope to individual freedom of conscience and belief. The
rights and powers listed in our
Constitution are a means of protecting the important individual
and social interests, among them
the rights of conscience. As Chief
Justice Harlan Fisk Stone observed in 1919 "both morals and sound
policy r e q u i r e that the state
should not violate the conscience
of the individual."
President Kennedy summed this
up in his inaugural address. He
said, "The same revolutionary beliefs for which our forebearers
fought are still at issue around
the globe - the belief that the
rights of man come not from the
generosity of the state but from
the hand of God."
The Judaeo-Christian faith asserts that our allegiance to our
nation is held under a higher

ed a degree of national self-sufficiency rare in Latin America. But
there are black blights on the
society that the government shall
have to correct in the years to
come.
The bies are a plague and a
scourge on the people and the
beasts; and they spread, unknown
to most of the citizenry, misery
and sickness throughout all the
country. There will have to be an
elimination of livestock from the
inner parts of the cities so that
the vermin will at the very least
breed farther away from the
populace. Drainage and sewage
facilities need expansion.
The small farmers need to diversify their crops more, so that
their families will eat better and
their produce find good markets.
Their chicken coops and pig sties
are increasin gin number and supplying ever-more fresh meat to
the town's butcheries. But there
is a need for more trucks to haul
the crops and meat, and always a
lack of money. Cooperatives might
be the best idea for these men
engaged in limited production.
If the children could be assured
of a better diet with balanced
foods and lots of them, their studies would improve. Too often
do they sit and think absently,
waiting dully for the thoughts
and understanding that would
come from calories.
Brightly, there has appeared on
the Mexican scene a gradual dispersion of money and labor effort
from the capital and its environs
out into the provinces. The federal
government is building new dams
and new marketplaces, making
rural electrification a reality, and
effecting tremendous irrigation
schemes in the hot northern batlands. It is-and will probably
continue to be - a progressive
government in many senses of
the word.
Sharing its power with the
states and drawing its statesmen
from the backwoods and the
metropolises alike, the national
government little bothered by regional "fearless leaders." Mexico
has remained tl1e sole country in
Latin America to continue diplomatic relations with Cuba, in
spite of the United States. Due
to its widely-based economy, it
suffers less from price fluctuations
of staple raw materials on the
world market than do most of the
Latin states. And the national
currency is stable, with inflation
rising more slowly than the standard of living. The government and
the country are of a progressiveness begun and anchored in a
revolution now of fifty y e a r s'
duration.
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War and Conscience

Dan Dennison
Laura Dennison

A Mexican Vista

There's a good belief in the
destiny and purpose of the country even among the poor farmers
in the countryside. They point
proudly to new paved roads and
prefabricated schools for which
they have brok~n their backs and
exhausted their resources.
New trucks manufactured by
Auto-Mex, the Mexican franchise
holder of Chrysler Corporation,
ply the roads with all kinds of
consumer merchandise day and
night. The buses are cowded and
frequent, of all types and several
passenger classes, old and croaking or new with fancy paint, always showy, and usually roaring.
New housing is gradually replacing, in the medium and larger cities, the empty pasturelands and
cornfields in the suburbs. There is
a humming throb of life in Mexico, overcoming with a slow surety
the indolence and old fatalism of
the Indian and Iberian past.
It would seem likely that the
federal government remain moderate and progressive, insuring
the ever-in-creasing bourgeoisie
of markets and better opportunities for domestic capital investment. And benefits for the small
rural producer will undoubtedly
be multiplied as the country finds
itself with a better industrial
basis. Already the Social Security
hospitals and the federal agricultural brigades administer everything from innoculations of humans and cattle and swine to
sewing lessons to canning and
preserving techniques. The government teaches beekeeping and
proper fertilizer and planting
procedures, and provides funds
for pure-water schemes and construction of laundering houses.
With the nationalization of petroleum production and railroad services, this government has attain-
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Capitalism and War
The only economic system which
is fundamentally opposed to war
is that of Iaissez-faire capitalism,
for it is the only system which is
based upon individual rights and
is the only system which bans
force from social relationship.
Men who have the freedom to
produce have no incentive to
plunder; there is nothing for
them to gain from war, while
there indeed a great deal for them
to lose. Partici:pation in a war
costs a great deal of money; and
in a free economy, the cost of war
comes from the pockets of the individual citizens, and citizens
cannot hope to regain their financial losses by the winning of the
war, Thus, it would seem that
the economic interests of the individual citizen are on the side of
peace.
An important point to remember is that capitalism is a society
of merchants and traders. Because of this fact, it has been denounced by every gunman who
regards trade as selfish and conquest as noble. Indeed, through-

Why Asturias?
(Continued from page 3)
ever, as in his Leyendas de Guatemala, El senor presidente is
something more than a political
and anthropological study of a
~eople. Here he eludes the horri, fying reality of a time in history
with a surrealistic plunge into a
nightmare; between sleep and
wakefulness the author leads his
characters through the magnified, the deformed, the monstrous
and haunted of sordid reality.
Yet, the true realm of magic and
mythology is symbolized in Hombres de maiz. Here the mythical
and ritual are found in the author's language: says Asturias: "In
Hombres de maiz the spoken
word has religious significance.
The landscape becomes dynamic;
it has a life of its own." Together in nature, the past and present, the actual and imaginary coexist in his portrayals of village
Indian life: during market days,
religious festivals, feasts and
funerals.
An so Asturias moves, as do
his words, from the political and
sociological to the poetic dimension of the two. Estrada Cabrera,
the Popular University, and his
complete cosmography of the Indian in Hombres de maiz are the
past experiences in the lifetime
of one man. By unfolding the dynamics of mythology Miguel Angel Asturias has claimed more
than the Nobel Pshrdlu. In Harss
words, he holds "the master key
to the understanding of the social
realities of Latin America acem
(future.")

out history, the two great antagonists have been the merchant and
the warrior, It is a grim fact
that trade does not flourish in the
middle of a battlefield, factories
do not produce very well under
bombardments, and profits do not
come from rubble and debris.
Anyone who is truely interested
in a lasting ·peace should perhaps
look into a history book, and he
will discover the fact that capitalism has given to mankind the
longest period of' peace in history.
From the end of the Napoleonic
wars in 1815 until the beginning
of World War I in 1914, there
were indeed no wars which engulfed all of the civilized world.
It was during this period that
mankind came as close to true
capitalism as it has ever come.
Granted, it was not pure capitalism, but it was close. However,
the forces of statism were growing at the turn of the century;
and by the time of World War I,
the governments involved in that
conflict were dominated by statist
policies.
Private citizens, whether they
be rich or poor, do not have the
power to begin a war between nations for that power is held exclusively by the government.
Which type of government is more
likely to lead a nation into armed
conflict: a government of limited
powers or one of unlimited powers? Naturally, a government
which does not have control over
the entire lives of its citizens
would find it extremely difficult
to lead them or force them to go
to war. On the other hand, in a
country where the lives of the
citizens are totally run by the
group in power, whether it be the
Communist Party or the National
Socialist Workers Party of Germany (Nazi Party), it is much
easier to begin a war, as history
has shown us in World War II,

Korea, and Vietnam.
Let us now look at the nature
of today's alleged "peace" movements. Stating that they have a
deep love and concern for all of
mankind they scream that the
nuclear ~rms race should immediately halt, that armed force
should be abolished as a means of
settling disputes among nations;
and that in the name of mankind,
all war should be outlawed. Yet,
these same "peace" groups do not
oppose dictatorships wherever
they might appear; they just pick
out certain ones to oppose while
they wholeheartedly support others, such as Cuba and the Soviet
Union. This is because the politi-

cal views of these people are ~as·
ically statist. They are agai!lst
the use of force by one natwn
against another, but they are not
against the use. of ~orce by ~h.e
government agamst tts own cittzens. They are against the use. of
force against ARMED enemies,
but not against the DISARMED.
If peace is the true aim of these
groups they should perhaps
pause 'and reconsider their own
statist premises. Instead h~weyer,
since their hatred of capitalism
blinds all else, they now state
that "poverty breeds wars." My
question is: what breeds poverty?
All that anyone has to do is to
look at today's world and to look

'.;e.. -
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into a history book in order to
find the answer. The degree of
freedom which is enjoyed by a
country is highly correlated to the
degree of prosperity which that
country also enjoys.
If men really desire to oppo~e
war, then it is statism which they
must oppose first. Instead of attacking a symptom, they should
attack the cause. As long as men
hold the notion that.the individual
person can be sacrificed for the
collective group, and that some
men have the right to rule over
others by force, there can be no
peace within a nation and, indeed, no peace among the nations
of the world.

Senior guard Ron Nelson finished his Lobo basketball career
Sunday receiving four awards at
the Lobo pack-in held at University Arena. Varsity arid freshmen basketball players, and
coaches were honored at the
special ceremony sponsored jointly by the Albuquerque City Commission and the UNM Boosters.
Nelson received the most valuable player trophy, voted on by
Albuquerque sportswriters, and a
trophy for the best free-throw
shooting. Nelson won the Western
Athletic Conference free-throw
shooting title this season.
UNM ATHLETIC director Pete
McDavid presented Nelson with
his All-Conference Team certificate and Journal Sports Editor
Leroy Bearman, representing the
United States Basketball Writers
Association, gave Nelson a certificate for making the NCAA Region '1 All-District team.
All members of the Lobo team
received certificates of appreciation from the city commission.
Ron Sanford and Greg "Stretch"
Howard were both given certificates for being named to the AllWAC second team.
Ron Becker received an award
for placing on the All-WAC academic team, Howie Grimes received the Chamber of Commerce
award as the Lobes' outstanding
defensive player, and Petie Gibson was honored as the outstanding freshman player.

Popular Entertainment Committee Presents

THE HAPPENINGS
and The Blue Marble Faun
In Concert

UNM Tennis Squad
Wins Fourth Match

at Civic Auditorium

The UNM tennis team picked
up its fourth straight victory
last weekend with an 8-1 win
over Colorado State College. The
Lobo's season record now stands
at 4-0.
New Mexico will host Utah
Thursday at 1 p.m. and Brigham
Young University Saturday morning at the UNM tennis courts.
The Lobos started their season
two weeks ago with wins over
defending Big Eight champion
Oklahoma, Texas Tech, and Oklahoma City University in a
tournament at Lubbock, Texas.

March 30, 1968- 8:00 p.m.
Admission $4.00 - $3.00 - $2.00

(Continued from page 4)
neros imperturbabies contemplando friamente a la multitud, que
subitamente enmudecio. Todos
quedaron en el mayor silencio
observando Ia estela que dejaba
Ia nave. Ei piquete de policias no
salia de su asombro y observaba
atonito Ia escena. Alguien reparo
en Ia tia Yolanda y se hinco a su
lado. Otros hicieron lo mismo. Un
policia, por suerte, me vio y me
baffio de Ia ventana y comence a
correr bacia casa mientras a mis
espaldas oia el murmullo de una
plegaria, un murmullo que fue en
aumento y que llenaba Ia boca de
toda esa gente arrodillada, arrebtatada, desposeida, que empezo
a rezar cada mas fuerte basta que
Ia plegaria se hizo ensordecedora,
fragorosa, invocando la alegria.
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and CLEANING .
Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
ond Laundry
Open 8 AM-8 PM
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247·0836

.

.

of the regional titleists UCLA
Bruins. Nelson scored 48 points
in the two-day tournament.

,
i

'

'

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

I

OLDTOWN
·-

"

'

Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm.

'

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

·'

Counseling
Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
·Office Hours by Appointment
Phone 265·8288
124 Washington S.E.

-

Save the wheels for a weekend caper I
To go "downtown," "uptown" or "across town"
TAKE THE BUS
Albuquerque Transit System

Patronize the Albuquerque Transit System

''Sorry.
This house
has just been sold:'

PAN AM®

·t

95
for the newest

also named to the NCAA Far
West Regional all-tournament
team along with three members

Join us as a

Consult

Plays & Records
(stereo mike included)

New Mexico ended a brilliant
season on a disappointing note
last weekend in the NCAA Far
West Regional basketball tournament at the Arena, The Lobes
lost a first-round game to Santa
Clara 86-73 in perhaps their worst
game of the year, and then lost
a 62-58 decision to the New Mexico State Aggies in the consolation bracket.
The two losses put the Lobes'
total season record at 23-6. UNM
posted a 23-S regular season record and a conference-winning 8-2
mark and finished sixth and seventh in the two major college
basketball polls. It was the first
time in UNM history that a Lobo
basketball team ended the season
in the top ten.
NEW MEXICO went into the
NCAA Regionals under-strengthed with the loss of Howard to
NCAA junior college transfer
rules and Sanford to a lingering
knee injury. Sanford scored 23
points in New Mexico's loss to
the Aggies but was playing under
considerable pain throughout the
tournament.
·
Until last weekend, New Mexico had suffered only one loss at

the Arena.
In addition to the four awards
Nelson received Sunday, he was

STEWARDESS

AMPEX MICRO 85
Compact Stereo Cassette System

with cassette tapes

McDAVID presented coach Bob
King with the WAC championship
trophy.

Having Problems
With Your
Curriculum

Easy Music
the Quality AMPEX Way

8

Pal'e7

4 Awards Presented to Nelson at Lobo Pack-In

University of Albuquerque

Una Tarde .•.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Would y::ou believe it?
North, South, East, West-time after
time-too many Americans find doors
closed to them in this "Free Society."
The problem of fair housing reaches
to the very roots of so many other
problems in America.
Equal and well-balanced education
and job opportunity, for example.
And true justice. And true brotherhood.
Thoughtful people know the time has
long since passed when we can afford
prejudice-yes, even in real estate.

Yet even thoughtful people sometimes
turn emotional at the idea of a Negro
or other minority-group family in
"their" neighborhood.
How about you? Examine your
conscience deeply. A good place to
start is in your church or synagogue.
Look at what the very roots of your
Faith have to say about brotherhood.
It just may make you the strongest
person on your block- the one with
the strength to take a stand.

Presented as a PUblic serlllce by:

ASSOCIAnON Of UNIVERSITY RELIGIOUS ADVISORS

,.

-

r
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

UNM Baseball Tearn Beat:s CSU 7-4
By WAYNE CIDDIO

New Mexico scored its eleventh
victory of the season with a windblown 7-4 win over Colorado
State University yesterday afternoon at Lobo Field near University Arena. The victory put the
Lobos' season record at 11-2.
The Lobos scored three unearned runs in the first inning,
and for the first four innings it
looked like New Mexico pitcher
Bob McAulay had it wrapped up.
In the fourth inning, Ram third
baseman Bruce Finkbeiner tripled
and started things rolling for

csu.

COLLIER Kear singled to right
to score Finkbeiner for the first
CSU run. New Mexico came back
in the bottom of the fifth with
two more runs when centerfielder
Dick Baldizan drew a walk, went
to third on a throwing error on
the pitcher, and scored when
Greg With singled to right field.
The second run scored when With
crossed the plate on a sacrifice
fly by shortstop Jim Johnson.
In the seventh inning Ron Sims
came on in relief for McAuley and
allowed three unearned runs on
no base hits before giving way to

MR. G's PIZZA
30 Minute Delivery
to the Dorms

255-5381

reliever Rick Bodle. Bodle struck
out the first two men to face him,
but the third pitch got out of
catcher Travis Hair's glove and
a runner scored from third. Bodle
got the Lobos out of the nearly
disastrous inning by striking out
CSU's Tom Urich.
WITH THE wind blowing harder and the temy.~erature dropping
rapidly, the Lobos came to bat in
the bottom of the eighth inning.
Balidzan and Glen Schawel drew
walks and Mike McLaughlin drove
them both across with a double to
deep center. The hit came with
two men out. Third baseman Greg
With struck out swinging to end
the inning.
Bodle put the side out in order
to end what seemed like the coldest and longest baseball game of
the young season.
New Mexico combined three hits
and two Denver errors in the
bottom of the fourth inning for
a 4-2 win over the Denver Pioneers Monday afternoon at the
new baseball diamond.

fore catcher Hair scored With
from third on an infield single.
FRESHMAN pitcher Jim Kremmel hit a bloop single between
the first baseman and the right
fielder, but the right fielder threw
the ball to the backstop, allowing
Palmer, Barnhill, and Hair to
score the clinching runs.
In the fifth frame, Denver's Ed
Krall walked, moved to second
on a fielder's choice, and scored
on a single by center-fielder Steve
Salvato. Lobo coach Bob Leigh
pulled Kremmel with one man
out in the inning, and reliever
Greg MacAleese gave up the run
before striking out Wayne Moretti to end the inning. MacAleese
picked up the win for New Mexico.
MacALEESE gave up one more
run in the top of the eighth on.
a base on balls, a Lobo error, and
a double by Pioneer relief pitcher

FIRST BASEMAN McLaughlin
led off the fourth inning for the
Lobos with a single to right field,
and moved to third when third
baseman With hit a long double to
right center. Jim Palmer took a
base on balls to load the sacks.
McLaughlin was thrown out
at the plate on a fielder's choice
and Jim Johnson struck out be-

Steve Foran, but put the side out
in order in the ninth inning to
preserve the Lobo win.
The Lobes will meet Denver
Thursday afternoon at 3, and will
play a single game on Friday, and
a doubleheader on Saturday with
the New Mexico State Aggies.

MR. TACO

4516 Lomas NE
has sold over 3 million
Fa,:.,ous Fluffy tacos-most
of them to UNM people
(nice people)

WANT ADS
HELP WANTED
NATIONALLY know men'o apparel and
furnishings corporation looking for fraternity and independent men to represent and promote quality men•a wear at
reasonable prices. Write;
College Clasaieo, Inc.
1585 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio ~8201
HELP WANTED: Ideal job for male or
female college student. 15 hrs. Pf!l' week.
Simple typing & bookkeeping. Name
your own hours, Beginnin~r Sept. 1968
in fall oemester. Pay $1.26 per holll',
Must qualify for work-otuciy, Secretary
Student Faculty Aooociation. Applications in Activities Center. For additional information call 255-6827, evenings.
Deadline April 5.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AffiWAYS
will be conducting Stewardeos Interviews at UNM on 8/25/68. For further
information and interview appointments.
p!eaoe contact your Placement Office, An
Equal Opportunity Employer,
GRADUATING SENIOR WOMEN I
WANT IN WITH A GOING CONCERNT
If you like people, like to travel, and have
11 knowledge of a foreign language, conAmerican World Airways, Stewardeos
aider becoming a otewardC88 with Pan
interviews wiU be held on campua on
March 25. For further information,
please contact your Placement OtHce.
Pan Am ;, An Equal Opportunilll
Em1Jh>JIC1'.

NURSES
This io no time to stop leamlng !
Come to Cook County and you will see
something new everyday, It you want
more, we ean oft"et' you tuition assistance toward your maoters degree, You
will have 11 paid holidays, a generous
vaeation, and salary ranging from.
$600.00 to $784.00 per month plus differential. ($75.00 for P.M.'s and $60.00
for NIGHTS,)
All of this and more, In a city that hao
everything but yuu.
For information, write:
Employment Supervisor
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL
OF NURSING
1900 W eot Polk Street
Chlcago, Dllnoill
60612

(TA 9-8400)
N
POETRY WANTED for Poetry AnthololrT.
Include stamped envelope, Idlewild Pnbliohera, ~a Frederick, San Francilco,
California. 94117.
WANTED: 6 etudent members for Stndent Faculty Alaociation. Pick up applications in the Activitlea Center.
Deadline for applicatl.one: Friday, April
5, For Information call 255·6327 evenings,

DELTA SIGMA PI beware I The pJeda'ea
are uniting,
FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM famiahed bouae, 2709 Coal
SE. $90. utlliti"" paid. Call 256..0663.
FOR SALE
CLEAN 1955 Ford in good condition;
good tl""' and engine. Ideal for city
transportation. $125. Call 2li5·25t0 after

DISCOUNtS to UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

3:30.

3/20

KNEE-ROLE DESK: 48w wide, 17~ dMJ>.
30" blgb ; 7 dwn : Phony walnut ftnlab,
$30. See at LOBO offiC<!, 158 Student
Pnblieations Bldg, after 6 p.m. Do not

Louis Yraffos

Jewelers

call.

HOUSE FOR SALE: one block elemm·
tary, 5 minutes UNM, near ehopplng.
Redecorated s bedrooma, den, fireplace,
patio. Aunme 6*% loan or trade for
12' wide tnobile home. 1816 Bryn Mawr,
265-(1~4. 8/18
1962 AUSTIN HEALY 8000 MKII, 4 apeed,
w/overdrive, wire wheelo, 3 carbe. New
tireo, vinyl top, aeata, brakes and paint
job. 256-6804.
8/25
12 STRING GUITAR with opruee top and
rosewood fingerboard. $45. Call 268-1150.

Expert on Swiss and
American Watches
WATCHES- GIFTS

DIAMONDS

3/25

AL.'I.SKAN lfALAYUTE. One of those
pups you have been seeing regularly on
TV commercialo now for ule. Expensive. Stud service. 298-6112.
3/2li
LOST
REWARD FOR return of 11ilver ring with
white oval stone. Call 282-3280 after 6 :80
p.m. aok lor Suean.
3/25
SERVICES
ffiONING, bachelor bundlea; mendina';
dr...,aking and altcrnatiOIUI. Reasonable. 2804 Blake SW. Phone 6282.

~iJBE~COC

SJLOON

3244 San Mateo NE

Dancing Wednesday Night
To The Sunday Funnies

COME TO HEMISFAIR

Melodrama Friday and Saturday Nights "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" Live cast

SPRING BREAK
(or later- 011ytime)

Stay at San Antonio's
Downtown Youth Hotel

TUXEDOS-BLAZERS

Mister Tux
Phone 255-2592
LEON PALMISANO
21 og San Mateo NE

Albuquerque, N .M.

ALL-AMERICA CANDIDATE Mike Goodart will be a big deter·
mining factor in New Mexico Lobo golf success this season. Goodart,
a junior from Roswell, has been a stalwart on the gold team for two
'leasons and will be backed this year by a host of outstanding fresh·
men and sophomore golfers. The golf team gets its season under way
this weekend with a match against Colorado State College.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

U-Cue Billiards
16 Tables
Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING

Girls - Haif Price

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 om

Your

hink Green
Money
Man

RIVER WALK LODGE
102 W. Crockett, San Antonio, Texas 78205
A/C 512 222-9485
Listed-American Youth Hostel Association
Open April thru October. On thE> River, on" block from HemlsFalr. Air-Conditioned. 350 Beds. Dormllory.type accommodations
for students, with men and women an separate floor!. $3.50 to
$5.00 Per Bed. Special Group Rates,

CALL OR WRITE FOR RESERVATIONS NOW

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

1Yf

3~vl

1( Y/f

EXICO
Our Seventy-first Year ol Editorial Freedom
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· Gregory Assails "Insane "U.S., Sees
Committee Gives
OK to KUNM's

Radio station KUNM's 1968-69
budget request was approved yesterday by the Senate Finance
Committee. Included in the proposed $24,474,000 allocation are
funds for conversion (}f the station to stereo broadcasting.
The requested allocation will
be included in the total Associated
Students budget for next year,
which must be approved by Student Senate and by students voting in the spring elections.
KUNM'S aUocation would be
about $1500 higher than last
:year's. Staff salaries were decreased by a total of $9600, and
capital outlays were raised $5566
to pay for stereo-broadcasting
equipment.
KUNM spokesmen said the
conversion will he made this summer. News broadcasts, station
promotions, and "talk'' shows
will not be broadcast in stereo.
Included in the budget is $5500
to pay salaries for two graduate
men who will serve as station
managers next year.
FINANCE
COMMtrtEE
Chairman Coleman Travelstead
commended KUNM staffers and
Radio Board for presenting a
"tight, well-drawn budget." No
cuts were made in the allocation.
NEGRO EX-COMEDIAN Dick Gregory spoke last night in the UNM
Chief Engineer Steve van Dresser showed results of a survey Concert HalL He called Amerka the "most morally polluted nation on
conducted this semester by the the face of the -nit." Gregory also said tbt the United States is the
station. He said that 36 per cent most radist natio~ in the wo~Jd;:D,te a~"'.ist ~!JJ;!!#t", 'Xie~ N.alll.l"~
and the country "JDSlllle." I1e 8PO'ie to a cap.aeJty. mostly white andJof the UNM students 'POlled own
(Photo by Pawley.)
ence.
stereo radios, and that 80 per
cent said they knew about KUNM
and "liked the concept of an FM
student radio station."
Seventy-five per cent of students owning FM radios listen at
least occasionally to KUNM, van
Dresser said.
THE KUNM STAFF now
numbers about 80, and "is growing every day," van Dresser said.
Station spokesmen said that
stereo programming is "the wave
Four UNM administrators will tional groups: NASPA, NAWDC,
of the future," and that if the represent UNM at national con- National Student Association,
station was to continue to attract ventions during the next two American Association of Univerlisteners it would have to be weeks.
sity Professors and American As"technologically up with the
Howard Mathany, dean of men, S{)Ciation of Colleges.
times."
and Harold Lavender, Vice-PresiThe purpose of the statement is
The station's rock, jazz, and dent for Student Affairs, will atto
recommend a plan to all unifolk presentations are the only tend the National Association of
VerSities
concerning student rights
ones currently available on the Student Personnel Administrators
and
responsibilities.
Dean Whitecity's FM programming, they March 29-April 3 in Minneapolis,
side
said
that
NA
WDC
may also
said. In addition, the station "re- Minn.
form
a
committee
to
work
on enflects what is going on at the
HELEN WHITESIDE, dean of forcing the proposal.
University and .provides a liaison women, and Karen Glaser, assoThe proposal is designed to be
with the community," spokesmen ciate dean of women, will be in
used
with each school's local prosaid.
Chicago, Ill., April 2-7 for the
Because the station is indepen- National Association of Women gram on rights and responsibilities
dent and does not have to sell Deans and Counselors• annual for students. Lavender said he
commercial air time, there is meeting, Miss Whiteside has been feels UNM's current plan is simi"room for experimentation and nominated for vice-president of lar to the proposal.
flexibility'' for programs not the organization.
available on other FM stations,
Heading the agenda for both Las Campanas
radio station employees said.
meetings will be a joint stateTHE STATION can begin ment of student rights and responSophomore women with a 2.8
broadcasting 24 hours a day as sibilities. The proposal includes
or
above grade-point average are
soon as announcers are available, such items as student rights in the
invited to a Las Campanas, sophstation personnel said. The cur- classrooms and in publications.
omore women•s honorary, tea
rent budget is based on a 12-hour
THE STATEMENT was :formu- Sunday afternoon at 2:30 in the
broadcast day.
lated a year ago by a committee
Thompson Lounge in the
Associated Students President of representatives from five na- Esther
Union.
John Thorson praised the station's programming since the
staff change-over in January, and
said be had heard many favorable
comments on KUNM.
''An allocation of this amount
Associated Students President time National Student Associafor KUNM is an investment in
the future/' Thorson said. He en- John Thorson yesterday present- tion coordinator, and a $300-adorsed the conversion to stereo, ed to Senate Finance Committee year increase in the ASUNM
and ;predicted that "if the station his recommendations for the president's salary.
continues to improve it can soon 1968-69 ASUNM budget. They
"The president is paid $100 ll
compete with commercial FM sta- include UNM:'s withdrawal from month during the . nine school
tions in Albuquerque."
the Western Collegiate Associa- months, but he should also be .paid
tion and the New Mexico Associ- during the summer," Thorson
ation of College Student Govern- said. He recommended keeping
Hozhon
ments,
the ASUNM vice-president's salThis Friday, the Hozhon coffee"We do not have enough in ary at $50 a month for nine
bouse will feature The Open common with schools in these two months.
Field, a jazz group. Saturday's associations to justify the memThe fnll-time executive secreattractions will be Cory Mullen, bership fees," Thorson said.
tary for student governnient
a folk musician; nnd Jack Healy,
HE ALSO recommended aboli- would be paid $3744 a year under
a classical guitar player.
tion of the salary for the •full- Thorson's recommendation, and

National Meefings

4 UNM Administrators
To Attend Conventions

By MELISSA HOWARD
"I found out one day that I am a
The United States is an "in- racist because I'm in America
'sane'" nation and the world's and that's all I know. I found my
most racist country, and it is up racism; I hope Americans ca.:,.
to young people to return it to find theirs," he said.
sanity, Negr(} comedian-turned"We don't need white liberals
activist Dick Gregory told a ca- any more--you are obsolete. We
pacity crowd in the UNM: Con- need white radicals. Stop trying
cert Hall last night.
to do something for us and do
"America is the most morally something with us-then maybe
polluted nation on the face of the we'll all have a chance," Gregory
earth, and the young kids who said.
didn't create it are going to have
AMERICA IS the world's most
to clean it up," Gregory said.
racist country because her DeclaTHE SLIGHT, bewhiskered ration of Independence says that
man in work clothes called him- the nation believes all men are
self a "non-violent Uncle Tom" created equal, but the white peoand spoke in the accent and idiom ple don't believe it and the N eof the young people and Negroes groes know they don't, he said.
to whom he addressed his mes- "And that is insanity," he &ssage.
serted.
"We got a right to hate you aS"
"America is not upset over
much as you hate us," Gregory crime and violence until it haptold the mostly-white audience. pens to be black crime and violence. Crime in the streets is
America's ·new way of saying
Publicity Head
'nigger,' and that is insanity,"
Gregory charged.
INSANITY EXISTS when the
FBI sends agents all over the
country to check up on people
like Dick Gregory, Stokley Carmichael, and H. Rap Brown, he
A proposal to establish a posi- said. "The truth is the last thing
tion for a full-time paid publicity the FBI and the CIA don't warit
director for the Associated Stu- you to hear.''
dents was given a do-pass recom"The nation has gone "Stonemendation by the Senate Steering crazy," he charged. He asked stuCommittee Thursday,
dents in the audience to consider
The director would be respon- that their parents would protest
sible for advertising, posters, an- if federal agents came and took
nouncements, and other promotion the family pet and said they
for activities sponsored by the might kill it, but that the same
Associated Students.
parents do not protest when their
Kirby Krbec, associate director sons are drafted.
of; the Union, urged approval of
"The parents side with the fedthe proposal. He pointed out that eral government against theit<' <.
students involved in individual kids and the Idds are right--and
ASUNM activities seldom have damn it, that scares me,'' Gregtime to handle thier own publicity, ory told the cheering audience.
and said Activities Director Ken
THE WAR IN Viet Nam is inGattas had arranged most promo- sane, too, he asserted. "If demotion this year.
cracy is as good as we tell you it
"New kinds of creative pub- is, then why are we going all
licity are badly needed, especially over the world trying to ram it
on a computer camvus," Krbec down people's throats?" he desaid. He suggested that the pub- manded.
licity director could make a tape"Baby, nobody will ever again
recorded message listing coming want us to come to their shores
events, which would be played to and get rid of Communism for
students calling on the telephone. them. This country, with her
record here at home, is going to
guard freedom all over the world.
This is like hiring a convicted
child-molester as a babysitter,"
Gregory said.
"ONE MEASURE of democracy's strength is the freedom to
Ed Lujan, state Young Repub- speak out against it. Too many
licans' president, said last night people are fighting for the Ameriat a UNM: Young Republican can flag, and not enough are fightmeeting that New York Gov. Nel- ing for my rights under it," he
son Rockefeller "is still in the race charged.
for president.''
Insanity exists when "the
He said the New York gover- mightiest nation on earth can be
nor announced Thursday that he scared to death by two young
was not a candidate "only to pre- men-R. Rap Brown and Stokley
serve party unity."
Carmichael," he said. "EveryOnly a handful of YRs showed thing they say is the truth, and
up for what was scheduled as an whenever a mighty nation can be
organizational meeting of the scared by the truth, there's somecampus group.
thing wrong."
Lujan's brother, Manuel, who
HE ADVISED his listeners to
is vice-chairman for the state Re- remember the words of the DecpublicaJl Party, agreed Rocke· laration of Independence during
feller is still in the race, but pre- the coming summer's "riot seadicted Dick Nixon would receive son": "It is your duty to abolish
the nomination.
that government."
"A lot of black people in this
country think the 'free and equal' •
clause applies to them, and maybe
that's where the hang-up is," he
said.
H. Rap Brown's advice to Netwo part-time work-study secregroes to "get a gun and watch
taries would be hired for $180.
HE ESTIMATED ASUNM of- the police" is just like Paul Revfice expenses at $3500 based on ere's "the British are coming,''
this year's costs, but said the Gregory said.
"TWENTY OR 30 years ago
figure could be cut if changes
Negroes
had empty stomachs.
were made in some operations.
Now they have full stomachs and
Thorson a 1 s o recommended empty minds, Empty minds hear
keeping the $225-a-year salary sounds, and the sound of this
for the attorney general, and a country doesn't seem too good to
$450 expense account for the ex- us now," he warned.
ecutive and $225 for the viceGregory said Negroes plan to
:president's account.
begin demonstrations in Chicago
He suggested cutting the allo- in May so that when the national
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 5)

Director's Post
Receives Do-Pass

Nixon Picked to Win

By N.M. Republicans

Thorson Proposes Budget:

